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We Want Peace in Our Own Country
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Our hearts are heavy for the victims of the tragedy
in Arizona.
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Often our vigil for peace calls for an end to wars
abroad – Afghanistan, Iraq, and Israel-Palestine. But
the attempted assassination of Representative
Gabrielle Giffords leaves us longing peace also in our
own country.
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Something is desperately wrong when a
mentally ill person can walk into a store and
purchase a gun. Gun deaths are a daily
occurrence throughout the country, with 23,810
per year. It is time to insist that gun sales be
strongly regulated.
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The escalating hate rhetoric of the right and its very
specific calls to armed violent action is wrong. Lines
of decency have been crossed.
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Vigorous public debate is essential for our
democracy to function. But hateful commentary and
political advocacy is a real danger to our society.
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We call for the end of the demonization of
political opponents and threat filled political
rhetoric.
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The Vigil for Peace was initiated by the Albany Friends Meeting and Peace Action.
Find out how you can work for peace. Call 518-463-5907
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